
BMC embraces its sophisticated side. 
You will too. 

BMC has always delivered top-quality design and finish products with service 
you can count on. Now, with the launch of BMC Design, we’re embracing our 
sophisticated side and transforming the entire product-selection experience 
with inspiration you can grow on. Our beautiful Design Centers, staffed by 
industry-leading specialists, inspire creativity, put customers at ease and offer 
you more opportunities to differentiate yourself and sell more.  

BMC DESIGN AND BUILDERS

BMC Design offers builders top-quality products, elevated service and 
additional specialist support—which can all be found in our beautiful Design 
Centers. Our goal is to help you grow business and profit margins by offering 
you the top-quality products and customized designs you need to stand out in 
the market and by offering your customers more opportunity to upgrade their 
product selection.

BMC DESIGN AND HOMEOWNERS

BMC Design offers homeowners a more inspiring experience, which will improve 
their overall home-buying experience with you. Designers, architects and 
homeowners alike are comfortable choosing finish products at a BMC Design 
Center. With our specialists on hand to guide the selection process, you’ll feel 
confident sending customers our way—and save time doing it.

GET INSPIRED NOW.
Call to schedule an appointment 
with a design specialist.

DALLAS DESIGN DISTRICT  
1250 Slocum Street, Suite 738 
972.764.1895

FORT WORTH   
4455 Camp Bowie Blvd., Suite 110 
817.737.8877

Visit our inspiration gallery at 
BuildWithBMC.com/Design



Experience matters. 

Selecting finish products is one of the most impactful parts of homebuilding—and one 

of the only parts of the process a homeowner may get to fully participate in. BMC Design 

Centers make that experience more inspiring and productive for everyone involved.   

YOUR EXPERIENCE

Products

Decorative moulding, custom millwork, designer hardware, 
doors, stairs, cabinets and windows—BMC Design provides  
all the options your customers want. 

Design

BMC specialists use product and design expertise to inspire 
and guide selection, manage expectations and meet budgets.  

Differentiation

Innovative design helps you stand out in your market. If you 
can dream it, we can build it to spec and ship it anywhere in 
the US.

Construction

BMC construction pros employ years of building experience 
to ensure all finish options meet your structural and design 
requirements.

YOUR CUSTOMERS’ EXPERIENCE

Selection

BMC Design Centers exhibit finish products the way they were 
meant to be seen and offer a professional meeting space for 
you to make a good impression and inspire design choices.

Comfort

Consolidated product offerings, inspiring displays and 
a beautiful, non-construction environment offer a more 
sophisticated experience and put homeowners at ease.

Customization

Innovative products and custom doors and millwork allow 
customers to add their own creative, personal touches to  
their new home.

Support

Our specialists are on hand to guide your customers through 
product selection with an eye for design, backed by BMC’s 
construction know-how.  

The experience starts here.
See examples of our product selection, and learn about the specialists who deliver that  
BMC Design premium experience at our Dallas and Fort Worth Design Centers.
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